SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY

PATHFINDER Report
New Moon Tuesday January 16th 9:18 PM EST
New Moon in Capricorn Tuesday January 16th 9:18 PM 2018 EST
Venus ingress Aquarius Wednesday January 17th 8:45 PM
Sun ingress Aquarius Friday January 19th 10:10 PM
Mars ingress Sagittarius Friday January 26th 7:57 AM
Full Moon lunar eclipse in Leo Wednesday January 31st 10:30 AM
Mercury ingress Aquarius Wednesday January 31st 10:40 AM
Venus ingress Pisces Saturday February 10th 6:21 PM
Dark Moon begins Tuesday February 13th 3:58 AM
Next new Moon in Aquarius Thursday February 15th 4:06 PM EST
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Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in
advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self
observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"
an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as
“the perfection premise".

***

New Moon Alignments
Jupiter (Scorpio) sextile Pluto (Capricorn)
New Moon (Capricorn) sextile Chiron (Pisces)
New Moon (Capricorn) conjunct Venus (Capricorn)
Vesta (Sagittarius) quincunx Pallas Athena (Aries)
Moon' north node (Leo) conjunct Ceres retrograde (Leo)
Mars (Scorpio) trine Chiron (Pisces)

***
Overview
New Moon in Capricorn
Tuesday January 16th 2018 9:18 PM EST

W

hether or not it is more compelling now than in recent months this is a good time to
make executive type decisions. As the infrastructure of the cooperate and shared social
world continues to change some past methods can no longer work and new ways are
needed. The changes to our social infrastructures are far from complete and many systems are in
a state of continual change. Dealing with ongoing changes is a necessary function of most all
governing offices and corporate managing concerns right now. Even some of the new systems or
methods may be short lived. Perhaps the better strategy is to design solutions which are ready for
and accepting of changes still to come. Emotional sensitivity can aid one in stretching their incite
and grasping what is significant yet it is also important to avoid managing feelings. Feelings are
indicators of significance coming from a place outside one's typical ego and so a need to accept
and find significence will require an advanced objectivity and openmindedness. All too typical is
a strategy to deny and or avoid feelings and sensitivity. This will lead to greater challenges down
the road and possible health issues. This is a good time to seek the joy which can be had when
expressing and acting on one's own sense of directed authority. If something does not feel right
take the time to look into this, determine what past beliefs are needing to be dealt with. Look for
the practical common ground when dealing with others. By simply seeing oneself as being in
charge and in command of ones experiences and reality a swift change in one's approach and
enthusiasm can occur.
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In order to come to know and accept one's own admirable quality some will take important
actions involving family, or for others one cares for. Those who are less experienced in important
life decisions may be rescued by such an individual. Driven by a need to live one's idea of self
respect drives them to take actions for others. In some cases there is a back story where some
past social ideal regarding correct social behavior is being challenged such that it can be brought
forward in one's experiences now and to be released. The past story will parallel current events,
the common connecting thing being the emotional feeling about the these two apparent separate
events. The degree to which one's self esteem is qualified by an assumed social status quo may
have become out grown. This may be difficult for the individual to rationalize or to see from
their ego's perspective alone however a bigger picture may be lurking. The individual will as
such act out their beliefs creating real life drama where by they can get some fresh new
experiences and feelings regarding their hidden beliefs. These hidden beliefs will be in the
manner of coming to the assistance of others who are seemingly falling into a dark place. To be
effective at assisting others it is advantageous to remember that all create their own reality and as
such a point of non-interfering must be respected. Also holding space and sending another
solutions etherically can also assist. What we are seeing here however may be more hands on and
involved with deeply stuck patterns and so a need to become directly involved is perhaps the
only way for the rescuer and the apparent victim to play out their beliefs. This current Moon
cycle as well as the next in Aquarius will offer opportunities for the individual to free themselves
from long held issues which are are rooted in issues involving social beliefs and social
expectations and how one's self confidence is bound to these beliefs.
Liking and accepting authority both in one's self or in some particular others may be easier now.
Even though we typically don't like to be bossed around all the time a need for decisiveness and
practical responsibility can benefit from some authority type character. At a time when the
infrastructures of our communities are being overhauled this can be a good time to accept the
need for prudence and selectivity. The overhaul will include physical infrastructure like roads
and buildings and things like that however it also includes the systems of governing and
regulating the economy of our communities. Also being affected is the eco-system, nature and
the environment around us, the land and weather as significant to all creatures and not just us
humans. There will be some new controllers showing up this Moon cycle as indicated by Saturn's
Capricorn ingress on December 19th of last year. This will now host the Pluto Capricorn ingress
which began in 2008, at least it will steer it and place boundaries on it to a certain degree. This
will affect everything, not just the previously listed infrastructure changes. It is good as such to
recognize the ongoing changes as being somewhat more understood or in some way managed
however it will not control the onset of continued change. The changes referred to here are
physical changes and these physical changes will have parallels. For example how one
understands their relationships and partnerships will also be changing. In many cases many will
come to increase the value of these relationships, even though they will no doubt have cause to
be more emotional. Our sensitivity and vulnerability can be increasingly more obvious to us and
this is a good thing. The difficulties of having one's world shattered is a reality for many world
wide right now and most certainly right here in one's neighborhood, and here we can see how
this prompts feeling and emotions. It is the feelings and emotions which will ultimately free the
individual from the difficulty of this non-stop change. Our emotions will continue to bring us
information about what is most relevant to us as we increase our awareness and embrace the
bigger picture of the changes we are facing.
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Citizens of the world have been unwieldily for a few years now. The hidden control through the
front of supposed elected governments, where relevant, has been over burden with maintaining
their specific will as the feeling of freedom from the average citizen has been overwhelming to
the stealthy secret governments, assuming such exists. It's a simple matter of seeing Uranus
transit Aries and knowing thought creates where by the pooling of peoples energy worldwide has
made it overwhelming and impossible for deceivers to continue their agenda. A scattering of the
deceivers has been occurring as well, those in the past who had a clear handle on governing
while remaining somewhat hidden to the general public can no longer participate in such a
fruitful greedy life, again assuming such exists. If there has been a hidden or stealth control over
fake news and fake governments then those who were in the thick of the secrecy are most
certainly experiencing devastating changes. Either way a system of order, real order with
integrity and good will, will likely begin to formulate during the coming Moon cycle in
Capricorn. Of course this can only happen after the so called bad guys and their control systems
are destroyed. It's like the phoenix has risen and phase one is to destroy that which is no longer
needed followed by phase two which is the rebuild. Just like the tide at the beach, each time after
the tide goes out all the sand castles are reduced to the basic pattern of nature. What castles in
our regulated world have been washed out by the tide and what new worlds will we build?

***
Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Capricorn the focus will be on creative impulses which
support one's intention to accomplish something in a public sense. The current report, including
the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of following one's creative
impulse and moving into actives or projects which facilitate a new way of being socially
relevant. Such inspirations bring forward an effortless yet dynamic action affecting our world as
we intend and seek those experiences which are directed toward some inspired vision. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as purpose moves from inspiration into social action. Those
born under the Sun sign Capricorn have a natural propensity to creative, public inspired, impulse.
They naturally and easily become builders through their sense of focus and purpose. Not to
exclude others as we all have Capricorn somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the
following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would experience
purposeful directed focus. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic inclination toward social
and public commitment of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning to the content of the
report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.
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I experience an inspired and directed purposefulness …
Sagittarius: by observing and accepting everything which comes to my immediate attention.
Scorpio: by maintaining clear direct communications as they pertain to my interest.
Libra: by accepting the way I feel about myself relative to my social involvement.
Virgo: by allowing myself to enjoy the ease of accomplishment which follows my focused
agenda.
Leo: by being discerning as to what is and what is not a personal responsibility.
Cancer: by accepting the value and direction of my partnerships.
Gemini: by accepting the new social structures which my dynamic partnerships lead to.
Taurus: by trusting and accepting new ways of being involved with humanity and the planet.
Aries: through my dedication to the public through my career.
Pisces: by seeing and feeling how the public facilitates interaction through defined social
structures.
Aquarius: by accepting the congruency of my world and the quality of how all things are aligned
to Creator's presence within all things.

***

Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.
January 10th & 11th

July 12th & 13th

March 3rd & 4th

September 5th & 6th

March 16th & 17th

September 18th & 19th

April 15th

October 18th & 19th

May 24th thru 28th

December 26th thru 29th

***
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on
the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the
entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here
as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues
until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen
times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a
unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases
example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro
alignments may be experienced.
01 Monday January 18th 1:32 AM 2017 EST - new Moon in Capricorn
This new Moon phase and cycle offers an opportunity for the individual to heal or evolve their
sense of directness. Our ability to be purposeful and prudent will in some way be examined.
Whether we are our own authority figuring out how to be more precisely correct or we are
dealing with authority projections where we are minding rules and regulations imposed upon us
the boundaries of our behavior will be examined. Our new Moon intentions can include things
related to our purpose and agenda, or more appropriately related to our ability to accept ourselves
as our ultimate authority. We may wish to see ourselves effective efficient and on time with our
goals, taking note of how it feels to see things through in a responsible way, and feel the success
of our self responsibility in action. Capricorn as a cardial sign is creative and those who align and
tune to Capricorn energy will be inspired by their creative ideas and new ways of understanding
their situation. New choices or simply more choices can be another valuable intention to hold
during the new Moon phase. No doubt the Pluto Capricorn transit will come into play for
everyone in someway as our world has been dramatically affected since Pluto's ingress back in
2008. This is in itself a good reason to intend to connect to Capricorn's creative aspect as it is
new ideas which our world could use to solve some very big problems humanity is facing.
Saturn's recent Capricorn ingress in December of 2017 is huge as well as this Capricorn Moon
cycle as it is the first since this ingress and since the 2008 Pluto Capricorn ingress. This can be
the Moon cycle which issues forth new leadership via correlating plans as solutions unique to the
current challenges humanity faces are asserted.
02 Wednesday January 17th - Moon enters Aquarius 3:33 AM
Venus ingress Aquarius Wednesday January 17th 8:45 PM
Being appreciated or some how singled out in a nice way for being socially significant may be
indicative of a belief connected to one's self esteem. A desire to be socially attractive can return
one to a past experience in which they were involved in a social pattern or social archetype
where they were indeed enamored by recognition. It can feel nice and enjoyable now yet it is
wise to look at the whole picture. Some may be lead down the garden path feeling they are
getting somewhere socially. As always the individual wants to be cool and aware quickly
identifying notions of superiority based on social validation. Also a strong desire to assert new
rules based on shared property contracts or money can be connected with one's current social
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experience. The powerful idea that one can gain big things may be based on some truth yet there
is an indicator that there is more to the picture and that other details may not be as much fun. A
typical experience of becoming lost in and intoxicated by the greatness of positive insistence
may be occurring? If is inspiring to come up with good ideas which can change one's practical
situation for the better yet it is also important to be vigilant and realistic. Ideally the individual
will value the journey and not just the prize. Do the ideas pass the sniff test? Those who are use
to embracing their sensuality and feeling the depth of their situation will do well as they will not
be so naive, yet those who typically shy away from emotional depth may be easily enthused yet
miss something critically important.
03 Friday January 19th - Moon enters Pisces 3:28 PM
Sun ingress Aquarius Friday January 19th 10:10 PM
What may be casual conversation for one individual will be an important matter to another. Why
some people need certain things to be so very real is their business. We may notice that their
"real" requires the help of another, perhaps ourselves. So this is the power of external validation.
In this case behind the delusion, or perhaps to be more fair the fantasy, is their self esteem. Can
we see this in ourselves or in others? The need for some version of reality to be realistic can
include many many varied and different things. The excitement of a particular TV show or a
movie, the character in a book, the music product of different artists, the fashion or style of some
group or clique, it's all making some idea real in a shared way. As we navigate the social world
we will no doubt be expected to jump and groove with various reality yummies. Our ability to
remain focused on our particular objective will be important. We may be also looking at
revealing what fantasy or delusion we are needing to be real, and how we are urging, covertly of
course, our associates or friends to validate it for us. If we can indeed catch ourselves doing such
a thing we stand to benefit. Our ability to become more realistic in an Absolute way is huge for
our continuing advancing awareness. As we proceed toward our daily routine and typical
interactions we are wise to allow others their version of reality without becoming overly
involved in them, and yet joyfully spying on ourselves.
04 Monday January 22nd - Moon enters Aries 1:28 AM
In order to proceed with one's valued agenda some action at home base is required. Some social
or community matter may be causing a reaction at home. A need to take some action can feel
daunting, even if the purpose or reason is unknown. It may be necessary to focus on keeping
one's reactions constructive. A sense of urgency can be felt. What it is about may be known yet it
may not be as well. Some social boundary may get popped and an unexpected train of events
begins. The need to take control of a shared value, as in property or a contract, can be the avenue
by which one's impulsiveness vents. Some may be feeling amplified sensually and feel they want
to express this. The matter involving a revolution of grand nature which is an ongoing process
(2009 - 2024) may be connected to actions now as well. If this is so again the actions will
involve shared values and security. What is believed to be really important in terms of security,
on the community or social level, may be the realm in which the actions are triggered or affected.
This can have a lot to do with control. Also in the mix is how one has unknowingly allowed
themselves to be defined by some social belief. As this becomes revealed to the individual a
sense of freedom bottled up with pride and dignity can again trigger actions. Innocently the
actions are connected with one's well intended agenda and the pushing forward of this plan, who
was to know that some past beliefs and issues would be connected?
05 Wednesday January 24th - Moon enters Taurus 8:41 AM
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Mars ingress Sagittarius Friday January 26th 7:57 AM
The true quality of one's optimistic agenda may reveal challenges simply missed. Simplicity is an
ingredient which better facilitates security and foundation. Over complication may not be the
difficulty although it can appear that way, the real issue is the lack of acknowledgement of the
foundational footing upon which our agenda depends. The error may be more in taking this
forgranted and allowing it to slip away into details which lack congruency. The need of and the
opportunity to reset one's value in terms of embracing simplicity can become apparent. The
bigger picture for example is more easily noticed when the individual is able to find congruency,
noticing congruency which translates into foundation. Over complication can only exist when the
basic nature of our foundation is forgotten. Those who embrace the Earth and her creatures
maintain a harmonic with a basic simplicity which allows and facilitates a grand congruency to
prevail in their life. One's mind can be really active right now, or perhaps it is conversation
which is overly volcanic! How can simplicity ease such power driven ideas words and thoughts?
Simplicity can be seen as code for congruency and big time foundation. Its like the way
accepting leads to peace.
06 Friday January 26th - Moon enters Gemini 12:41 PM
Feeling the difference between frivolous conversation and sticking to the point may be more
noticed than usual. A need to stick to the point during what some may assume to be casual
conversation indicates a need or concern to attend to some responsibility. If there has been an
agenda actively pursued since the new Moon on January 16th then this can cause an amplified
concern that time is being wasted with do nothing conversation. Ideally the individual will
realize there is nothing wasted and that their focus on what it is they want to accomplish is
related to the events they come to experience. Some ideas thoughts and conversations may have
been particularly different lately where the needs of some are much more powerfully expressed.
An exaggerated need to stick to the point can be possessing the minds of some. Some may seem
to ignore the needs of these suddenly strong willed individuals as they are on their terms
pursuing their own public image. Professional recognition may be the motivation of some as they
push forward with their idea and beliefs concerning their potential. An inspiring plan can be
serviced now if the individual is able to objectively discern what they are or have been involved
in. It may be time to cut the over involvement in the dramas of others as an example. An ability
to use one's time wisely can yield better results as opposed to allowing one's mind to be sustained
in the affairs of others. Concerns obliviously not one's own can be more sharply discerned during
this Moon transit.
07 Sunday January 28th - Moon enters Cancer 1:59 PM
Those expected to be there in one's plan may not be, at least not in the way assumed. An
increased sensitivity in the air right now can be changing one's take on their relationships,
especially partnerships. It's like suddenly seeing inside one's most inner fears which can be
surprising, even shocking. Whether you are seeing inside the inner feelings of another or one is
seeing inside your own it is most likely a temporary thing. However it can be a valuable
opportunity as the truth is revealed in more detail. We can do well to observe ourselves as we
may be more vulnerable and sensitive than usual. In the meantime many will be mining their
freedom, social and public freedom, as they seek and search for success which supports their
agenda. A matter of who's who can be coming into play at all turns. This means beliefs about
what makes someone significant in the view of others. In order to expedite one's plan they may
have to deal with this, possibly examining their own self image and revealing to themselves what
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it is they have previously not been able to see. The added sensitivity can give the individual the
edge to get more detail. If you are feeling something and one's vulnerability is exaggerated then
it means something. This sensitivity bypasses the ego and so there is a direct line to the higher
self, assuming one is indeed treated with the opportunity of experiencing their vulnerability.
08 Tuesday January 30th - Moon enters Leo 1:54 PM
Full Moon lunar eclipse in Leo Wednesday January 31st 10:30 AM
Mercury ingress Aquarius Wednesday January 31st 10:40 AM
Mix ups concerning who is an important person and who is not is occurring during May 9th 2017
through to November 6th 2018. Ideally the individual will finish this period with the crown of
significance on their own head. As these mix ups occur a restructuring of who's who, beliefs as to
what constitutes significance in an individual, will be examined one way or another. Those who
are clearly outside the paradigm of external validation will be exempt. Typically we are involved
in some way however. Being in hot water or having one's significance examined because the
rules of social validation were broken, oh my, can be seen as an opportunity to bust free of some
glorified pegging system which calibrates one's social importance. False significance is not
backed by current alignments and so there is a social adjustment which can occur. Currently
there is an opportunity to move one's own personal idea of themselves into a zone which is free
from delusional social rules. To do so will require impeccable self honesty in accepting what one
has created and drawn to themselves. If individuals agree among themselves, not necessarily
spoken, that their mutual projection and mutual validation is real for them they may carry on to a
degree yet the boat upon which they float may be leaking with an impending disaster
approaching. The key is self love, this will lead to power and sovereignty for the individual and
will save the day.
09 Thursday February 1st - Moon enters Virgo 2:14 PM
Plans ideas presented as opportunities to create greater security, as in financial security, have
been on the rise lately. The soundness and legitimacy of some of these ideas may now be
triggering emotional reactions. The individual is perhaps being prompted to examine these ideas
as per what it means specifically to them and intend to free themselves from the agenda and
reasoning of others. Suddenly we may be able to think more freely when we consider our
responsibility in such matters as solely our own. The difference between shared security and
individual security may need to be more closely and clearly understood. Once clarity has arrived
in one's understanding their focus will be more easily sustained. Recently beginning on January
26th with Mars making a Sagittarius ingress an aggressiveness may have become dominate with
those who are on one side of some security designed deal. Also there are some social
significance ideas which are plaguing the motivations of some. If something does not feel right
in terms of a deal it should be examined more closely. For some this can be a lesson or
opportunity to demonstrate to ones self that they will stick up for themselves. Ideally the
individual will be able to see how the practical issues of physical living are processed by their
compassionate sense yet this does not mean they are deluded in fantasy. The compassionate
feeling self has great value and brings opportunity to the individual when the individual can
clearly see that this emotional take is allowing them to see beyond where their logical mind can
take them.
10 Saturday February 3rd - Moon enters Libra 4:48 PM
Balance in partnerships is a real thing. The individual may be prompted in some way to notice
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the quality of this balance as the Moon transits Libra. We may witness how a partnership reflects
back to us our own self. The uniqueness of each relationship can have a special value to us when
we consider this from the perspective that we are being shown something about ourselves we
would not typically see. It is not uncommon, unfortunately, for this to be denied. It can be
difficult to accept what we see in ourselves as reflected in another yet it is truly of great value
and great significance to do so. And we can also see wonderful things which we acknowledge in
others and again in ourselves as well. When we are feeling an unusual big drain on our own
energy and motivation it can typically indicate we are lacking in our relationships, especially
partnerships. In other words when we share a harmonic, an interest, with another we experience a
significant energy support and boost. As the Moon transits Libra we can better examine how
energy and harmony with another is supported or not. An inspired impulse to take action on
many tasks and to prioritize and multi task will be indicative of a harmony present in our
partnership right now. Also a natural acceptance of ideas outside the typically approved boundary
of significance can also be a positive indicator. A big dynamic right now can be social
significance which is being fleshed out and examined on a grand scale. Ultimately this will
increase mutual admiration in personal relationships.
11 Monday February 5th - Moon enters Scorpio 10:58 PM
Controlling who we are socially may be an ongoing dynamic, so common and sustained and
present it is hardly noticed, we simply got use to it! If however an individual is inspired to create
and bring forth into the world a thing which in some way advances the quality of living for many
others they would, or may, via their inspiration march forward with an agenda which manifests
such a vision. The accepted social paradigm in which one lives is in many ways connected with
the agenda of many others. These connections are many many and much may be purposely
hidden from the individual. Like the movie "The Truman Show" we are not shown everything
because it would not be to the advantage of the producer if their important subjects knew the
bigger story. With that framing, plus knowing we are experiencing a Scorpio Moon ingress, we
can potentially have some of this bigger panorama shown to us. If we are willing to accept we do
not know everything and we have possible been duped, again Truman Show style, we can be
given opportunities to bust an oblivious ignorance which makes us easily playable. The
opportunity is exaggerated now as we can see more easily attempts to set up new delusions and
distractions. This entire Moon cycle will bring out the craftiness in individuals who really want
to create something special and positive for themselves and others. As such hidden agendas may
be fleshed out. When the quality of one's integrity is aligned with a grand harmonic of higher
order it will trump the more local agenda. If there are hidden agendas then now is the opportunity
to see behind the scenes. It's like being between the shots, between the frames, between the
scenes, and as such there may be noticed a scrambling about which was not intended to be
witnessed by the subjects of manipulation.
12 Thursday February 8th - Moon enters Sagittarius 8:55 AM
Venus ingress Pisces Saturday February 10th 6:21 PM
Just like we don't want to over think things we also do not want to act without clear insight. Ideas
may well be influenced by beliefs which have been held for a long time, perhaps inherited from
one's community and family from generations ago. If one's mind is haunted by historic social
beliefs or if one is being confronted by social beliefs which have had a long day historically they
may be dealing with a self image which is blocked by these beliefs. As the social ambitious
individuals push forward with their agenda to be popular publicly, beliefs are challenged and
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issues fleshed out. There has been for some time now, since 2011, a social rebellion going on
where individuals are demanding their social freedom. Unfortunately in some cases these
individuals who are demanding social freedom are projecting their limitation or lack of it on
others. Are they in some way responsible for their situation? Depending on how one would
answer this will indicate how they respond to beliefs which delineate who one is socially. The
way to freedom is through admitting and owning one's situation as if the individual themselves
created it. Once an individual will take ownership, acts as if they are in control, they will send
the signal to their soul and higher self that they are ready to evolve. As Mercury crosses the
Moon's south node in Aquarius an opportunity exists to free oneself of limiting social beliefs and
to redefine ones self where their individuality and sovereignty is given an opportunity to grow
and evolve. In the meantime the usefulness of rebellion, or lack of usefulness, will be shown to
those who merge their energy with others and publicly shout foul.
13 Saturday February 10th - Moon enters Capricorn 9:22 PM
Dark Moon begins Tuesday February 13th 3:58 AM
The rules are the rules are the rules! Or are they? We are heading toward the end of this
Capricorn Moon cycle and thus collecting and finalizing certain things. Instead of following the
rules of others why not make one's own? If we want to be the boss of ourselves we need to make
rules for ourselves. Maybe it's easier to just let someone else make the rules? This Moon cycle
has been about self discipline and being prudent. Time and space are the specifics we use to
delineate our actions such that we can move our, or someone's, agenda forward. The quality and
insight of theses specifics is another matter however they are at least initially intentioned to make
this happen successfully. Hopefully this Moon cycle has assisted and matured us in how we
make and accept rules. Some rules may be ineffective and passe and others may have hidden
agendas, it is up to us to be aware and alert to what is in our best interest. Another area where
rules and boundaries were possible experienced this Moon cycle is in the communication of
rules. Keeping messages clear and undistorted can be an important aspect of effectively using
rules. There are a great many rules which a community society country or culture or race such as
humanity itself are expected to follow, or it behooves us to follow. We see Earth creatures other
than humans also obey and live by rules, perhaps we can learn by observing this. Our
understanding of survival, happiness, and harmony is connected with our awareness and respect
for rules. What makes this a particularly interesting challenge is the massive global changes
occurring to all things here on the Earth, these changes causing us to examine remove and
rebuild our rules.
14 Tuesday February 13th - Moon enters Aquarius 10:13 AM
Social actions justified by historic understandings will color the dynamics during the coming
Aquarius Moon cycle. The past will attempt to rebuild and relive itself. However the need for
some individuals to find self satisfaction which they may have not have been able to in the past
may change with these present day current dynamics. The past dramas need to return for some
because this is where they left apart of themselves, their attention glued or attached to a past
issue. The ego or logical mind may not know or remember however the soul is connected and
will naturally strive to be whole and so some way of getting the individuals attention is needed.
And here the attention is on how one defines and understands themselves relative to their social
situation, or past social situation. This can also and often is connected to so called past life
memories and experiences as well. Ideally the individual will be able to feel their sensitivity and
vulnerability and be directed to the beliefs which prompt or qualify these emotional reactions.
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Social beliefs which were possible hidden or removed from one's current logical mind and
thinking can be revealed, relived and restated, such that the individual can now tweak these
beliefs and free themselves from some specific social ignorance.
Next new Moon in Aquarius Thursday February 15th 4:06 PM EST

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments
Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
(905) 665-9000
For more information about Soulstar Astrology consultations goto:
Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
SoulstarAstrology.com
PathfinderReport,com
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Capricorn
Tuesday January16th 2018 9:18 PM EST
01 I am effective efficient and on time with my goals.
02 I know how it feels to see things through in a responsible way.
03 I can feel the success of my self responsibility in action.
04 I am inspired by my creative ideas and new ways of understanding my situation.
05 I have many choices when seeking solutions.
06 By paying attention to the way I feel about about an offer I am able to benefit from
knowing the bigger picture.
07 Although I like the prize the experience of the journey is the real reward.
08 I can sense support from the spiritual realms as I pursue my Earthly purpose.
09 I respectfully allow others their limitations.
10 My feeling about certain events connect me to forgotton past issues.
11 I am okay with lots of details because my basic foundation is simplicity.
12 I practice impeccable self honesty in accepting what I have created and drawn to myself.
13 I value my relationships as they show me something about myself I would typically not
see.
14 My emotional self takes me beyond what my ego or logical mind can know on their own.
15 My understanding of survival, happiness, and harmony, is connected with my awareness
and respect for rules.
16 My partner and I are able to find common ground and are agreeable as to how we share
resources.
17 My specifically designed agenda is in harmony with the compassion I feel for the living
world around me.
18 I am appreciated for who I am socially.
19 I appreciate my friends and acknowledge them when appropriate to do so.
20 I am getting a clearer understanding as to what is permanent and what is less so.
21 I am aware how the sensitivity I feel in my partnership is connected to the quality and
integrity of my prudent nature.

William Oulton
January 15th 2018
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